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Miscellaneous

US military gets 'laser focused'
on keeping up with China

China was first and foremost
on the minds of American politicians, planners and military officials during Thursday's congressional hearing on the Pentagon's
defense authorization request for
the forthcoming fiscal year.
Secretary of Defense Lloyd
Austin on Wednesday issued an
internal directive to "laser focus"
US military "efforts to address
China as the nation's number one
pacing challenge."
Austin issued the directive
after receiving a classified document from a China Task Force he
set up in February to look into
the challenges posed to the United States by Beijing.
"The efforts I am directing
today will improve the department's ability to revitalize our
network of allies and partners,
bolster deterrence, and accelerate
the development of new operational concepts, emerging capabilities, future force posture and a
modernized civilian and military
workforce," Austin said in a statement.
Specific steps under Austin's
plan are secret, but in testimony
before the Senate Armed Services
Committee on Thursday, the defense secretary said the proposed
$715 billion Defense Department
budget focuses on "matching the
pacing challenge that we clearly
see from the People's Republic of
China," so it includes "more than
$5 billion dollars for the Pacific
defense initiative" in 2022.
The Pacific defense initiative,
called the Pacific Deterrence Initiative in official Pentagon documents, is an attempt by Congress
to "incentivize the Pentagon to
better prioritize the region in its

annual budget process," Sens. Jim
Inhofe and Jack Reed said when
advocating it last year.
Overall, the five-year initiative aims to provide billions to
upgrade US forces around the region, including the Aegis Ashore
missile defense system for Guam,
new radar defenses for Hawaii;
more intelligence and reconnaissance assets; more munitions;
more Navy, Air Force and Marine
troops in the region; and more
training and exercises with allies
and partners.
US military drones, helicopters, bombers and tankers stationed at Andersen Air Force
Base, Guam, perform an
&quot;Elephant Walk&quot;
April 13, 2020.
US military drones, helicopters, bombers and tankers stationed at Andersen Air Force
Base, Guam, perform an "Elephant Walk" April 13, 2020.
Questioned by Sen. Dan Sullivan, R-Arkansas, on whether the
Defense Department was prioritizing China or distracted by other issues such as climate change,
Austin was adamant.
"The most significant military
threat that we're focused on -- and
you've heard me say this probably 100 times senator -- is China," Austin said.
US military commanders say
China is assembling an increasingly offensive military and expanding its regional footprint, as it
steps up efforts to supplant
American military power in Asia.
Taiwan responds to increasing China threat
Flashpoints include the South
China Sea, where Beijing has built
and fortified man-made islands

and deployed large fleets of socalled maritime militia, and the
democratically controlled island of
Taiwan, which Beijing claims as
its sovereign territory and around
which it has increasingly moved
military hardware over the past
year.
Taiwan played prominently
in Thursday's hearing, with Sen.
Josh Hawley, R-Missouri, asking
the top US uniformed military
leader if US forces could defend
Taiwan in the event of a People's
Liberation Army invasion to take
control of the island.
"I can assure you that we have
the capabilities if there were political decisions made in accordance
with the Taiwan Relations Act,"
said Gen. Mark Milley, chairman
of the Joint Chiefs of Staff, in response to the senator.
Hawley is a staunch supporter of Taiwan and last year introduced the Taiwan Defense Act, a
bill that would require Washington to maintain the ability to defeat a Chinese invasion of Taiwan.
The bill died without receiving a
vote.
Though the Taiwan Relations
Act -- US law since 1979 -- does
not state outright whether the US
will intervene militarily should
China attack the island, it does
mandate that Washington "maintain the capacity of the United
States to resist any resort to force
or other forms of coercion that
would jeopardize the security, or
the social or economic system, of
the people on Taiwan," as well as
providing Taipei with defensive
weaponry.
US senators took a military
aircraft to Taiwan to announce
vaccine donation. To Beijing, that

CENTCOM commander vows to
keep the pressure on adversaries ...
From P2
So, the Afghans are actually
doing the vast majority of the
fighting themselves without us
being there with them, so not
much is going to change in that
regard. But without any people
on the ground at all, any advising
that would do at the very high
level would have to be done remotely from outside of the country. That’s correct.
MT: Can you give me more
detail about how the U.S. could
support Afghan aviation? Because that’s the one major advantage they have.
FM: Sure it is. And I can tell
you this: It will be done remotely; it will not be done in Afghanistan; and it will be a combination of remote advising — and
you know that’s used sometimes
in airlines now in the United
States, where you provide advice
from one work center to another
work center. We will strive to do
that in remote locations. We may
examine the possibility of bringing aircraft out to work on — fly
them out of the country to work

on in a different location. That,
too, is a possibility. So, there are
a broad number of things we are
going to do. Because I do believe,
Howard, you captured an important point. One of the great advantages for the Afghans is their
air force. The Afghan air force,
which is doing a lot of good work
for them over the past few
months.
MT: What’s your message to
those who worked with the U.S.
and risked their lives and are now
waiting?
FM: I certainly value those
Afghans I’ve worked with, and
over the years I’ve had an opportunity to work with a lot of them.
I would say this: Now is a time
when it is incumbent upon Afghans to defend their country. And
this is going to be a stern test for
them. I think they’re going to enter a period of great risk now, but
I think they can defend their country. It’s not going to be easy, but
they can certainly do that.
MT: Shifting a little bit to
great power competition, with

China and Russia stepping up
efforts in Afghanistan, what level of concern do you have about
Chinese and Russian efforts
there and what, if anything, can
be done?
FM: So, the Chinese, I think
they would like to get in for the
mass mineral deposits that exist
on the ground in Afghanistan and
in other places, and that’s their
interest. I think the Russians
have concerns about the spread
of terror north through the Stans
into Russia. I think both are interested in it. None of them have
been particularly supportive of
us while we’ve been there, and if
we leave, I think they will try to
move in to fill what they perceive to be a vacuum. They may
find that to be harder than they
think, though, to actually accomplish.
MT: Do you anticipate any
situation where the U.S. could
find itself having to go back to
Afghanistan?
FM: The simple answer is
no, I don’t. Monitoring Desk

is a major provocation
US senators took a military
aircraft to Taiwan to announce
vaccine donation. To Beijing, that
is a major provocation
The US military's ability to
defend Taiwan has come under
increasing scrutiny as China has
built up and modernized its military, including adding platforms
and weaponry US military leaders have described as aggressive
in nature.
"I cannot for the life of me
understand some of the capabilities that they're putting in the field
unless it is an aggressive posture,"
Adm. Philip Davidson, the then
head of US Indo-Pacific Command, said in testimony before the
Senate Armed Services Committee in March.
Milley told senators on
Thursday taking Taiwan by force
would be no easy feat for China's
People Liberation Army.
"If you're talking about a military invasion in Taiwan, crossing
the straits, the Taiwan straits
with a sizable military force to
seize an island the size of Taiwan
against the military that they have,
and the population that they
have, that's an extraordinarily
complex and difficult operation if,
against an unopposed force, that's
a very hard thing to do," Milley
said.
But Hawley pushed the general on whether the US could militarily block an invasion of Taiwan if Taipei could not resist on
its own.
"Yes," Milley replied.
While Taiwan was a focus in
Thursday's hearing, a report from
a prominent Washington think
tank earlier in the week cautioned
that the US will need to take a
broader approach to countering
increasing Chinese influence in
Asia and globally.
"As the competition intensifies, US military planners may
need to expand the portfolio of
possible contingencies involving
China beyond such traditional
hotspots as Taiwan," said the report, titled "China's Quest for
Global Primacy," from researchers at the RAND Corp.
The report argues, for instance, that the US must maintain
influence in the Middle East, Africa and Latin America or see China step in.
Analysis: US Navy deployment could leave an aircraft carrier-sized gap in Asia&#39;s tense
waters
Analysis: US Navy deployment could leave an aircraft carrier-sized gap in Asia's tense waters
"Chinese success in establishing itself as a principal arbiter in
Middle Eastern affairs, as the main
sponsor of Africa's economic development, and as a major partner in Latin America could result
in a severe weakening in the strategic position of the United States
as a global leader and undercut its
position in the Indo-Pacific theater as well," the report says.
But the RAND report also
said the US maintains strong advantages that it should nurture,
including supporting allies and
partners.
"The People's Liberation
Army (PLA) remains an unattractive partner for many countries,
especially in Asia," the report said.
"And the (Chinese) military's
lack of power-projection capabilities limits its ability to provide
the public security goods that
helped make US global leadership
so successful," it said.
And that goes back to Austin's China Task Force recommendations. "The most noticeable effort for service members will probably be in outreach to allies and
partners. Military-to-military relationships are part of this outreach and there will be more exercises with allies and partners," a
Defense Department report on the
task force said. CNN
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Covid orphans
are a tragic...

After that, she thinks her father lost the will to live. Just a
week later, on May 7, he died of
Covid, too.
"We really think he wanted to
go with Mom," Devika said.
"My father doted on Mummy. They're together now," she
added, crying.
Devika sits in front of a shrine
to her parents. Credit: Vijay Bedi/
CNN
After her parents died, Devika worried the authorities would
remove her siblings from her. She
called up a government-run child
care hotline for advice.
They told her she was the
primary guardian -- and it was up
to her to decide what to do.
The past few weeks have
been a blur. Devika took out loans
to pay for her parents' hospital
treatment, and now that money is
helping to keep the family going.
She juggles caring for her siblings
with her university workload and
her part-time job. The family also
gets dry rations from non-government organizations, Prayaas and
Childline. Devika hasn't had time
yet to process her own grief; she
wants to be strong for her siblings.
"So much has happened that
the tears don't come," she said.
What's being done to help
Devika told the child hotline
that she had lost both her parents
-- but that's not always the case.
Organizations are searching
for children who may need their
help, and are relying on social
media, hearsay and calls to Childline, a Ministry of Women and
Child Development service which
existed before Covid.
For rural children, accessing
help can be hard. They have less
internet access and fewer safety
nets, says Save the Children India
chief executive Sudarshan Suchi.
"The ones we don't know of
is what worries me more," Suchi
said.
They also have to contend
with restrictions on movement,
incorrect information, and fear of
contracting Covid from neighbors
who might have otherwise helped.
In one instance, Save the Children staff found out about two
children whose father died in hospital and whose mother died at
home, both from Covid. Both children were suspected of having
Covid, so the neighbors in their
slum avoided helping them and the
children were unable to use the
common bathroom spaces, Suchi
said.
"If previously an earthquake
or flood came into a small village
or colony, everybody came together and found ways to rescue. When
Covid comes, the first thought
everybody has is keep away,"
Suchi said. "It's an unknown ghost.
People with collective spirit and

traditions of community action are
partly wary today of these kinds
of things."
Devika&#39;s sister prepares
food in the kitchen of their New
Delhi home on June 2, 2021.
Devika's sister prepares food
in the kitchen of their New Delhi
home on June 2, 2021.
If things go smoothly, children can be connected with their
extended family -- the general principle is that institutional care cannot be the first resort, and that a
family environment is better for
the child, said Anurag Kundu, the
chairperson for Delhi Commission
for Protection of Child Rights.
But organizations worry
about what happens if vulnerable
children fall through the cracks,
leaving them at risk of winding up
on the streets or being trafficked.
In May, Union Cabinet Minister for Women and Child Development Smriti Z Irani urged people who hear about orphaned children to tell the authorities -- and
not to share information about
them online, lest they are targeted
by traffickers.
"We all must ensure legal
adoption, otherwise children can
be trafficked in the name of adoption," she tweeted.
Devika&#39;s siblings at their
New Delhi home on June 2, 2021.
Devika's siblings at their New
Delhi home on June 2, 2021.
There's little data on the numbers of children being trafficked
due to the pandemic, but there are
already signs of more homeless
children. That could be because
their parents have died from Covid, or because their parents can no
longer care for them as they've lost
their job.
"Before the pandemic, under
normal circumstances, there were
more than 2 million children in
distress as such on any day on
the streets," Suchi said in May.
"If anything in the pandemic it
could only go worse, not better."
Even before the second wave,
more children were living on the
streets, Kundu said -- mostly likely victims of India's months-long
lockdown that left the country's
millions of daily wage earners without work.
"I have never seen so many
children on the streets in my
whole life as many as I've seen in
the last 12 months," Kundu said.
"The socioeconomic aspect of it
will be felt in the times to come."
What the future looks like
For now, the focus is on keeping children safe. But India's Covid orphans demonstrate how the
devastation of the past year will
likely be felt long after the pandemic is over.
India's government has rolled
out financial support for children
orphaned by Covid, offering them

free education and a $13,732 personal fund to be given as a monthly stipend for five years once they
turn 18.
"If previously an earthquake or flood came into a small
village or colony, everybody came
together and found ways to rescue. When Covid comes, the first
thought everybody has is keep
away."Sudarshan Suchi
"Children represent the future
of the country and the country
will do everything possible to support and protect the children so
that they develop as strong citizens and have a bright future," said
a statement from Prime Minister
Narendra Modi in May when
those measures were announced.
Suchi said the first priority
was survival.
"These children, being already
vulnerable, are going to get into a
spiral in this. It's not just a question of their sickness from Covid
-- it's about their education, it's
about their health, it's about their
basic social security fabric has
come apart suddenly," Suchi said.
After that, there needed to be support for their future.
"You can't rescue a child from
midstream and then let them
drown towards the end of the
stream or somewhere towards the
bank."
Devika, who is now the guardian of five of her siblings, brushes
her younger sister's hair. Credit:
Vijay Bedi/CNN
UNICEF India's representative Yasmin Ali Haque agreed, saying it was important to look at
not just the child's physical needs
-- adequate shelter, food, education, for example -- but also the
psychological impact.
"The child is deprived of the
loving care of their parents, of
growing up in a family environment," she said. "The psychosocial impact on a child can be long
lasting, can be lifelong."
"The psychosocial impact
on a child can be long lasting, can
be lifelong."Yasmin Haque
The future of her siblings
weighs heavily on Devika.
She hasn't told her youngest
siblings that their parents are dead
-- for now, they've been told their
parents have gone back to their
village in the countryside.
When her parents were alive,
Devika questioned why they went
out as the pandemic raged -- the
day her mum developed a fever,
Devika had asked her not to go to
help at the temple. Devika told
them it was more important to be
alive and safe than to earn.
"I never understood why," she
said. "Now that I am where they
were, I finally understand them. I
get why they left the house."
CNN

Nutritional health in Nepal...
From P6
The levels of malnutrition and
its related complications are worrisome, but the rates are lower
now than in the 1990s. A main
reason for the improvement in
nutritional health standards is the
increased action by the Nepali
government and various NGOs.
As a developing nation, Nepal had
to prioritize the development of
its healthcare sector. Other socioeconomic issues, such as poverty, education and childcare, were
understood to be related to healthcare and malnutrition. Thus, developmental initiatives always
considered nutritional health in
their drafting. Health initiatives,
such as the National Vitamin A
Supplementation Program and
campaigns to increase the levels
of iron and folic acid among pregnant women, were launched in the
early 1980s and continue to this
day. Several NGO programs also
implemented nutritional programs
of their own. Healthcare Reforms
In addition to the specific in-

itiatives designed to address nutritional health in Nepal, there
have been efforts to restructure
and decentralize the healthcare
system. In 1988, a network of female healthcare workers, called the
Female Community Health Volunteers, was established to increase health and family planning
services. These women have become the primary vehicle to deliver messages and advice regarding health and nutrition to households throughout Nepal. Meanwhile, the Local Self Governance
Act of 1999 sought to permit local health officials the ability to
make their own decisions regarding the planning of local-level
health programs.
Developmental programs in
education and sanitation have also
had a positive impact on nutritional health in Nepal. For example,
programs dedicated to ending
open defecation in the country
have been credited with reducing
infections, further lowering the

rates of stunting. Increased education levels have also proved to
have a similar influence on nutritional standards. There is also a
direct correlation between parental education and the understanding of a child’s nutritional and
healthcare needs.
A Long, Healthy Life
It is important to understand
why Nepal has seen decreases in
malnutrition in order to emulate
its success in other developing
nations. Government attention
and action has aided the country
in overall healthcare measures,
which trickle into nutritional need.
Local organizations have also
played a pivotal role in improving the nutritional health in Nepal. From education to local regulation, the country has taken a
multi-step approach to this multifaceted issue. Nepal has put in
place measures that are already
benefitting the nutritional health
of its people, which will continue
to improve in the years to come.

